### What changed between R6.0 and R6.1 of the A/E/C CAD Standard?

| 2.4.1 | Last paragraph: Changed "When a project includes multiple sites or buildings..." to "When a project includes multiple structures, features, or options..."
| Table 2-2 | Added PR "Profile" to Hazardous Materials
| Table 2-3 | Shifted MS "Mechanical Site" to immediately follow M- like the other disciplines.
| 2.4.4 | Added a paragraph to further discuss what to do when adding sheets between existing sheets
| 3.1.1 | Revised paragraph, since it made it sound like a project could be done using only one line width and still be contractually acceptable
| 3.1.2 | Center website link updated
| 3.1.5 | Added a paragraph stating to document procedure used for screening.
| Table 3-3 | Removed colors 8, 200, 168, 120, and 56 as screening colors. Also removed the note below the table saying these colors would be phased out in later releases of the Standard.
| 4.1 | Added a paragraph at the end telling what to do if need to add a layer/level that is not in Appendix A
| 5.3 | Center website link updated. Also added that all documentation and symbology are available in the A/E/C Work Structure
| Appendix A | Updated any use of RGB (255,255,0) yellow throughout all disciplines within the Appendix to RGB (255,200,0) "dirty yellow". When printing in color, yellow is too bright to see clearly on white paper, so "dirtied" the color down so it could be seen.
| A3 | Added G-DETL-GRPH to cover generic detail linework for conversion from BIM to CAD